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Can Wolves Survive as Federal Protection Ends?

Federal Government Plans to Remove Them From Endangered List in Several States

By BILL REDEKER

KAMAS, Utah, Jan. 28, 2007 —There have been several sightings of wolves in this, the gateway to northern Utah's Uinta
Mountains. Wildlife experts say the animals have likely migrated south from Yellowstone National Park where they were
reintroduced many years ago.

It's one more sign that wolf recovery programs have paid off — so much so that the U.S. Department of Interior will
announce Monday that it wants to take wolves off the endangered species list in Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin, and
within the year remove them from federal protection in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming.

All of this is quite remarkable because wolves were nearly shot, trapped and poisoned to extinction. A government
eradication program assisted by ranchers in the 1930's decimated the predators, which were a deadly nuisance to valuable
livestock.

"They're not the bad guy [and] they're not the savior of the wilderness," says Steve Torbit of the National Wildlife
Federation. "They're just an animal trying to figure out how to make a living."

The reintroduction of the gray wolf was made possible by declaring them an endangered species and making it a federal
crime to kill them. As a result, wolf packs began migrating here from Canada — and were successfully bred in
Yellowstone National Park.

Today, more than 4,000 roam three states in the Upper Midwest, and nearly 1,300 can be found in the northern Rocky
Mountain states.

Now, the government wants the states in the Upper Midwest to manage wolves without federal protection. The same is
planned for the Inter Mountain states later this year.

But critics are worried that state protection may not be strong enough and that wolves will be threatened by trophy hunters.

Bill Snade, senior counsel of The Center for Biological Diversity in Washington, told ABC News his organization may
litigate in order to block the delisting effort.

"Already we've seen the state of Idaho propose a $26 permit fee to hunt wolves," he says. "That's right out of the gate. I'm
sure we'll see other states follow suit."

In fact, the state of Wyoming rejects even the idea of a hunting license to control the number of wolves killed. Gov. Dave
Freudenthal recently told ABC News that his state can manage wolves without using hunting licenses as a tool to restrict
the number of animals killed.

"The purpose of a license is unclear to me, frankly, " he says.

At this time, The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Agency says there are more than 5,000 wolves roaming the American landscape.

Ultimately, the question will come down to whether states can, in fact, offer enough protection to ensure that wolves do
not once again face extinction.


